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Abstract 
Recently, it was suggested by Cai a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of 
language, encompassing the sentential meanings to the neural linguistic 
components, and making it possible to install the whole linguistic functions 
into robots through the three semantic/syntactic/episodic components. In 
this article, it is considered some improvements of language brought to the 
brain and mind of humans over animals, and accordingly some of their im-
pacts on the artificial intelligence. It is pointed out that language is the unique 
advantage of human brain over animal brain, especially efficient for mutual 
communication, situation summarization, procedural depiction, story narra-
tion, logic thinking, comprehensive integration, and so on. It is advantageous 
to symbolize or summarize the complex situations, and then to delineate or 
depict their successions by paragraphs and stories from sentences. Even 
though thinking requires additional memory, inference and assumption dif-
ficult for zip of computer, it can instead benefit from the assistance of lan-
guage because it as well falls into situational or successional. In application, 
with the comprehension and expression of language corresponding to the 
animation and depiction in artificial intelligence respectively, it is possible for 
the artificial intelligence and adaptive robots to acquire the advantage of lin-
guistic human brain over the animal brain, improving the depiction and 
communication of complex situations and successions, as well as learning the 
various complex skills and procedures through language. It is also reversely 
demonstrated the advantage of linguistic human brain over animal brain with 
the perspectives of language to greatly improve the robots. 
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1. Introduction 

Up to now, native language is the high and complex mental activity unique to 
humans for communication and meditation, making the humans more superior 
than animals in mutual communication, situation summarization, procedural 
depiction, story narration, logic thinking, comprehensive integration, and so on. 
Recently, Cai extended the present declarative/procedural model underlying two 
kinds of neural components to a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three 
kinds of neural components, able to encompass the sentential meanings to the 
neural linguistic components [1] [2]. 

One of the most important applications for demonstration of neural compo-
nents of language in brain lies in the promotion of artificial intelligence to assi-
milate and use the linguistic components as that in human brain. The animation 
and depiction of language in artificial intelligence correspond to the comprehen-
sion and expression of language in humans respectively. With the new neural 
linguistic model of three semantic/syntactic/episodic components able to encom-
pass the sentential meanings and install the whole three semantic/syntactic/episodic 
components into the robots [1] [2], it is possible to make the artificial intelli-
gence and adaptive robots acquire the advantage of linguistic human brain over 
the animal brain, greatly improving the animation, depiction and communica-
tion of complex situations and successions. 

In this article, it is attempted to emphasize the advantage of linguistic human 
brain over the animal brain, and then to consider the consequential improve-
ments in some important aspects of artificial intelligence and robots. 

2. Theoretical Breakthrough: The  
Three Semantic/Syntactic/Episodic  
Neurolinguistic Components of Brain 

Recently, Cai [1] [2] extended the present declarative/procedural model of Ull-
man and Pinker underlying two kinds of linguistic components [1] [2] [3] [4] 
[5] to a new semantic/syntactic/episodic model of three kinds of linguistic com-
ponents in brain [1] [2], able to encompass the sentential meanings to the lin-
guistic components that the declarative/procedural model of Ullman and Pinker 
has neglected [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. 

It is known that memory can be divided into declarative memory for facts or 
episodes, and procedural memory for skills or habits [6] [7] [8]. According to 
Pinker, Ullman and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] [5], word belongs to the declarative 
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memory while grammar belongs to the procedural memory. Whereas, declara-
tive memory can further be divided into short-term memory and long-term 
memory. Short-term memory is the memory of precedent episodes or facts 
within minutes or seconds, while long-term memory is the memory of them 
more than hours or days ago [6] [7] [8]. Besides, remote retrograde memory is 
the long term memory lasting for decades of years [6] [7] [8]. Common words 
are acquired as remote retrograde memories from childhood [1] [2], just one 
kind of stable declarative memories. 

Pinker, Ullman and so on integrated a declarative/procedural model for lin-
guistic processing in brain. They suggested that the linguistic lexicon of 
word-specific knowledge should subserve the storage of meanings of words and 
phrases, and depend on the temporal-lobe substrates of declarative memory for 
the storage and usage of facts and events [1] [2] [3] [4] [5], while the linguistic 
grammar should subserve the sequential combination of lexical items by proce-
dural rules into complex sentences, and depend on a network of specific frontal, 
parietal, basal-ganglia and cerebellar structures of procedural memory in the 
brain [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. There are many evidences in support of this declara-
tive/procedural model of language [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. 

To extend this declarative/procedural model to a new semantic/syntactic/episodic 
model of three linguistic components in brain, Cai added that, besides the dec-
larative/procedural components of language, the episodic coordination of cor-
tical modality by reticular formations and nonspecific thalamic projections was 
also required for language performance and organization in addition [1] [2]. 
Many neurobiological evidences supported this suggestion [1] [2], as in the fol-
lowings: 1) The reticular dopaminergic system may be involved in the linguistic 
modality organization, as the dopaminergic antagonists [9] [10] alleviate while 
the dopaminergic genes [11] phenotype the stuttering. 2) From the drugs in 
many assisting therapies of aphasia, it is implicated that the ascending reticular 
cholinergic projections, noradrenergic projections and nonspecific projections 
from intralaminar thalamic nuclei may participate in episodic coordination of 
cortical modalities in linguistic processes [12] [13]. 3) It is evidenced by numer-
ous reports that the gamma bands of high frequency, subjected to modulation by 
the reticular cholinergic system [14] [15], associate with the word congruency at 
sentential level [16] [17] [18], and the episodic coordination of cortical modali-
ties. 

Now that it is well evidenced for the episodic coordination of cortical modali-
ties at the sentential level, it is reasonable to further consider it for narration of 
paragraph and story. Complex paragraphs and stories certainly require more ep-
isodic coordination of cortical modalities. Language disorders occur in narrative 
discourse skills in patients with various pathologies [19] [20] [21], demonstrat-
ing diversity in cortical modalities. Besides, stuttering is also a disorder of dis-
course sometimes, as narrative therapy is auxiliary to treatment of stuttering 
[22] [23]. These facts implicate that episodic modality coordination of cortices is 
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also required at high level during narration of paragraph and story. 
In summary, herein it is briefly demonstrated that there are three seman-

tic/syntactic/episodic linguistic components present in the human brain. With 
these semantic/syntactic/episodic neural components of language, it is possible 
to: 1) comprehend the various meanings of words and phrases; 2) organize the 
words and phrases by grammar into sentence; 3) determine one correct meaning 
of some words of multiple meanings by matching them with episodic associa-
tions with others in sentence and paragraph [24] [25]. Obviously, with these se-
mantic/syntactic/episodic neural components of language, it is possible to ani-
mate and depict all linguistic processes with artificial intelligence. 

3. The Advantages of Human Brain with Language over  
Animal Brain 

3.1. The Advantages of Language of Human Brain 

Native language is the high and complex mental activity unique to humans for 
communication and meditation, making the humans more superior than ani-
mals in mutual communication, situation summarization, procedural depiction, 
story narration, logic thinking, comprehensive integration, and so on. 

The language is especially advantageous to symbolize or summarize the com-
plex situations, and then to delineate or depict their successions. With the se-
mantic/syntactic/episodic components of language [1] [2], the comprehension 
and expression of various meanings of words and phrases make the human brain 
able to symbolize, abstract, summarize and memorize the various characters and 
situations. The common procedural syntactic grammar of language [1] [2] makes 
the human brain easy to share, communicate and understand the language with 
common grammar among the regional ethnic society. 

The language is more complex than simple sentences because there are many 
long sentences and clauses, and various in meanings. With several or many sen-
tences, there can further form the various stories. It is necessary to adopt the ep-
isodic coordination to understand the meaning of the whole long sentences [1] 
[2]. Certainly, it is also necessary for narration of paragraph and story to use ep-
isodic coordination [19] [20] [21]. In computer simulation, classifying the sen-
tence/paragraph into the episodic category of natural/social subjects like physics, 
biology, art, economy, and so on is designed to improve the comprehension of 
language [25]. Therefore, by forming the paragraph and story from sentences, it 
is able to comprehend, depict and communicate the complex situations and their 
successions by language, as well as to learn the various complex skills and pro-
cedures through language. 

3.2. The Brain Processing of Linguistic and Nonlinguistic  
Information 

With the semantic/syntactic/episodic components of language, the following 
brain structures are adopted: 1) Word comprehension is processed in the vari-
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ous cortices for remote declarative memory storage [1] [2] [4] [5]. 2) Grammat-
ical rule is processed in the frontal, parietal, basal-ganglia and cerebellar struc-
tures of procedural memory in brain [1] [2] [4] [5]. 3) Episodic coordination of 
linguistic cortices is accomplished by the ascending reticular dopaminergic, cho-
linergic, noradrenergic systems and nonspecific thalamic projections [1] [2]. 

With the advantages of language easily and clearly manifested by the seman-
tic/syntactic/episodic components, it is still necessary to further inspect the brain 
processing of nonlinguistic information. Beyond the structures for processing 
language, in brain there are only the limbic structures responsible for processing 
of emotions [6] [7] [26] [27], and right hemisphere responsible for processing of 
information other than language in healthy subjects [28] [29], such as the spatial 
and emotional information, including the prosodic information [2] [28]. 

The complex situations and their successions as processes can be present as 
both linguistic and nonlinguistic forms. Whereas, they are all processed along 
with language in humans by association with sentential or paragraphic contents 
in meanings. In this way, through the advantages of language, the human brain 
is able to depict and communicate the complex situations and their successions 
by language, as well as acquire and master the various complex skills and proce-
dures through language. 

The thinking of human brain requires the further addition of memory, infe-
rence and assumption difficult for zip of computer, which can instead fall into 
situational and successional. Accordingly, the human brain is also able to further 
think via the additional memory, inference and assumption by verbal and non-
verbal components. Whereas, because most thinking is either situational or suc-
cessional, language is likewise indispensable for assistance to the human think-
ing due to the same advantages as stated in Section 3.1, advantageous in dealing 
with the complex situational or successional thinking for the linguistic human 
brain over animal brain. 

In all, with the semantic/syntactic/episodic components being formulated for 
language in human brain, the human brain has evolved the leaping advantages 
over the animal brain in depicting and learning the complex situations and their 
successions as processes. 

4. The Impacts on Artificial Intelligence from the Linguistic 
Advantages and Semantic/Syntactic/Episodic  
Components 

4.1. The Feasibility of Semantic/Syntactic/Episodic Linguistic 
Components to Be Applied Fully Functional in Artificial  
Intelligence 

One of the most important advantages of the semantic/syntactic/episodic lin-
guistic components over others lies in their feasibility to be applied in full func-
tions to automated machines, making the artificial intelligence acquire the full 
linguistic ability as humans [1] [2] [24] [25]. 

According to the three components of the semantic/syntactic/episodic linguis-
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tic model [1] [2], Cai recently derived three principles to direct the machine 
translation respectively [24]. First, it was necessary to establish the dictionary for 
translation of words and phrases. Second, it was also necessary to read out the 
grammar of language to be translated from and to comply with the grammar of 
language to be translated into, arranging such parts of sentence as noun, verb 
and adjective into order. Third, it was in further necessary to determine one 
correct meaning for some words of multiple meanings by matching them with 
the episodic and statistical associations with others. 

Besides, Cai recently discovered three types of episodic associations [25] 
prospective in applications to statistical translation, as: 1) Classifying the liv-
ing/natural words and phrases of multiple meanings by behavior, adopting both 
the zoological/organizational/physical/categorical and affective/behavioral/logic/ 
characteristic/changing characters to classify the nouns and verbs, and so on, 
helpful to discern the meanings of them using these episodic associations with 
others within the sentence. 2) Likewise, classifying the sentence/paragraph into 
the category of natural/social subjects like physics, biology, art, economy, and so 
on. 3) Collecting the frequent word-pairs during statistical translation, such as 
“bank money”, “war declaration”, etc., helpful to determine the episodic associa-
tions of some prepositions or terminal “which” clauses. Besides, it was further 
suggested to use word episodic symbolization to symbolize all of the special 
characteristics and episodic associations of a word and then store them alto-
gether with the word in computer easily [25]. 

The linguistic robots of artificial intelligence are more complex than machine 
translation. It is certainly necessary to install language functions into robots and 
make them more competent than translation machines. Likewise, first it is ne-
cessary to establish the dictionary for explanation of words and phrases [24]. 
Second, it is also necessary to install the grammar of language, arranging such 
parts of sentence as noun, verb and adjective into order [24]. Third, it is in fur-
ther necessary to determine one correct meaning of some words of multiple 
meanings by matching them with the episodic and statistical associations with 
others [24], and even using the above mentioned three types of episodic associa-
tions [25]. As the robots need learning, the Bayesian Rule is usually adopted for 
the robots [24]. In this regard, the linguistic robots can acquire the full functions 
of language via the three semantic/syntactic/episodic components. 

Especially, word episodic symbolization can symbolize both the special charac-
teristics and episodic associations of a word and then store them altogether with 
the word in linguistic robots easily [25]. By this way, much nonverbal information, 
such as the spatial and emotional information, can be stored in association with 
words in linguistic robots, greatly increasing the ability of linguistic robots. 

4.2. The Advantages of Linguistic Robots over Animal Brain 

The animation and depiction in artificial intelligence corresponds to the com-
prehension and expression of language in humans respectively. Likewise, just as 
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the humans, the robots with the acquisition of language would be greatly im-
proved in mutual communication, situation summarization, procedural depic-
tion, story narration, logic thinking, comprehensive integration, and so on. 

The linguistic robots are also able to symbolize or summarize the complex situ-
ations, and then to delineate or depict their successions by paragraphs and sto-
ries from sentences. Likewise, with the semantic/syntactic/episodic components 
of language [1] [2], the comprehension and expression of various meanings of 
words and phrases would make the linguistic robots able to symbolize, abstract, 
summarize and memorize the various characters and situations. The common 
procedural syntactic grammar of language [1] [2] makes the linguistic robots 
easy to share, communicate and understand the language with the same gram-
mar of language among the regional ethnic society, including those from both 
humans and robots. 

The language is sometimes more complex with many long sentences and 
clauses, and various in meanings. With several or many sentences, there can 
further form the various paragraphs and stories. It is necessary for the linguistic 
robots to adopt the episodic coordination to understand the meaning of the 
whole long sentences [1] [2], and in further the paragraphs and stories from the 
sentences via categorical classification of subjects [25]. By this way, it is possible 
for the robots to depict and communicate the complex situations and their suc-
cessions, as well as to learn the various complex skills and procedures through 
language. 

Further, the thinking of robots requires the additional memory, inference and 
assumption, difficult for the zip function of computer. Whereas, because most 
thinking is either situational or successional, language is as well indispensable 
for assistance to the thinking of robots as stated above. 

It is noted that, the words in robots, such as the noun, verb, adjective, adverb 
and so on, can be symbolized with both special characters and episodic associa-
tions [25], such as spatial, temporal, physical, biological and so on, helping to 
improve the comprehension and expression of the sentence more quickly than 
resorting to their individual visual, auditory, behavioral correspondents and so 
on, especially helpful to comprehend or express the central theme of long para-
graph. 

In all, with the semantic/syntactic/episodic components of language [1] [2], it 
is possible for the linguistic robots to acquire the advantages of human brain 
over animal brain, able to animate and depict the complex situations and 
processes, and to learn the various complex skills and procedures through lan-
guage. 

5. Brief Perspectives 

The neural linguistic model of three semantic/syntactic/episodic components [1] 
[2] can directly be installed into various forms of artificial intelligence and make 
them acquire the ability of language as humans. 
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At the highest level, the robots of biological adaptive functions would certain-
ly be installed with full language functions of the semantic/syntactic/episodic 
components [1] [2], which would greatly improve the performance of these lin-
guistic robots, including the adaptive self-feeding robots, adaptive combating 
robots and tanks, some automated jet fighters, and so on. 

At the middle level, the automated machines without biological adaptive func-
tions may also be installed with the language functions to accomplish some spe-
cific tasks, which would also greatly improve the performance of such artificial 
intelligence, including the machine translation, novel animation, game charac-
ters, and so on. 

At the lowest level, some artificial intelligence without biological adaptive 
functions may resort to some installed language functions for the convenience of 
manual operation of them, including the manually operated jet fighters, ma-
nually operated combating robots and tanks, manually operated researching ro-
bots, manual operation of machines and computers in business and industry, 
and so on. 

On the other hand, there are still many problems ahead necessary to solve in 
future. 1) The new adaptive linguistic robots would acquire life as humans, so 
that there would raise many ethical and social problems. 2) The new adaptive 
linguistic robots may not necessarily have the arms, feet, ears, eyes and so on 
that humans have, nor the sexual drive, but may have other functional parts that 
humans do not have, such as the keyboard, DVD drive, wheels, radar, and so on, 
which means that there require more investigations on the new adaptive linguis-
tic robots different from humans. 3) The adaptive linguistic robots also require 
education and training like humans, which also need further investigations. 

6. Conclusions 

In this article, it is first briefly introduced and reviewed the new neural linguistic 
model of three semantic/syntactic/episodic components proposed by Cai, en-
compassing the sentential meanings to the neural linguistic processes, and mak-
ing it feasible to install the whole linguistic functions into robots through the 
three semantic/syntactic/episodic components. It is in further pointed out that 
language is the unique advantage of human brain over animal brain, especially 
advantageous to symbolize or summarize the complex situations, and delineate 
or depict their successions by paragraphs and stories from sentences. Although 
thinking requires the additional memory, inference and assumption difficult for 
the zip of computer, for the thinking mostly to be situational and successional, 
language is likewise indispensable as assistance to thinking. With the seman-
tic/syntactic/episodic neurolinguistic components to install the full functions of 
language, it is possible for the artificial intelligence to acquire the advantage of 
linguistic human brain over the animal brain, improving the depiction and 
communication of complex situations and processes, as well as learning the var-
ious complex skills and procedures through language. 
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Besides, word episodic symbolization can symbolize all of the special charac-
teristics and episodic associations of a word and then store them in linguistic 
robots easily. Many nonverbal spatial and emotional information can be stored 
in association with words in robots, greatly increasing the ability of linguistic 
robots. 

In all, the three semantic/syntactic/episodic linguistic components can greatly 
improve the artificial intelligence in such fields as adaptive self-feeding robots, adap-
tive combating robots and tanks, jet fighters, machine translation, novel anima-
tion, game characters, and so on. 
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